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The purpose of this paper is to familiarize the reader
with the -use and application of the ADALAB-PC hardware and
LABTECH NOTEBOOK software package recently acquired by the
Pennsylvania State University's Nuclear Engineering Depart-
ment. The ADALAB-PC (manufactured by Interactive Microware)
is an analog and digital laboratory system designed specifi-
cally for the IBM-PC. LABTECH NOTEBOOK (developed by Labora-
tory Technologies) is a menu-driven software system that
provides the required interface between the system user and
the instrumentation system. This paper demonstrates how
ADALAB-PC and LABTECH NOTEBOOK can be used to collect real
time data from a Power Plant Measurements experiment. The
real time data (pressure versus temperature) is obtained by
using a pressure vessel equipped with a resistance thermo-
meter and a pressure transducer. The analog voltage signals
from the resistance thermometer and pressure transducer are
converted to digital signals through the use of ADALAB-PC s
analog-to-digital converter. In this paper the experimental
results are compared to the theoretical values as reported
in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Steam
Tables handbook. The experiment has been written up as a
student laboratory procedure (Appendix A) . During the fall
semester of 1986 this experiment was successfully incorpoi
ated into the NUCE 451 course and student feedback has been
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The second half of the twentieth century may well be
called the age of digital computers. The microprocessor
<MPU> was developed in the late 1960* s and early 1970' s. A
microprocessor is a device composed of many thousands of
electronic elements on one small integrated circuit less
than a quarter of an inch square. The microprocessor con-
tains the logical elements for handling data, performing
calculations, carrying out instructions, and communicating
with other devices in the microcomputer. Although the basic
principles of digital computing changed very little, the
development of microelectronics has opened the door to a
whole new era of microcomputers. The advent of the micro-
processor has made the automated laboratory a reality.
One hardware package available for use in setting up an
automated laboratory is the ADALAB-PC general purpose data
acquisition hardware and software system. The ADALAB-PC is
a precise (accurate to four significant figures) analog and
digital I/O laboratory system designed specifically for the
IBM Personal Computer. The ADALAB-PC system includes the
internal ADALAB-PC interface board which is inserted inside
the IBM Personal Computer along with an external Extermin-
ator Card or Extender Board which are used for instrumenta-
tion interface.
Any instrument that can output voltages to a recorder

may be connected to ADALAB-PC. Some examples of such in-
struments are spectrophotometers, f luorometers, flame photo-
meters, pH meters, chromatography detectors, conductivity
meters and oxygen monitors. Instruments that are controlled
by a voltage may also be controlled by means of the ADALAB-
PC. This group includes strip chart recorders, proportional
control valves and pumps, temperature or flow controllers
and electrochemical instruments. In addition, ADALAB-PC can
communicate with instruments and other computers having
parallel I/O capabilities.
The Exterminator Card, which comes with the system,
includes a Self-Test header and a four channel analog dif-
ferential multiplexer and screw terminal strips for analog
and digital input/output signals. The Exterminator Card is
powered by the ADALAB-PC via the 50-position ribbon cable.
The Exterminator Card and the ADAPT software included with
ADALAB-PC are available to verify correct operation and to
provide assurance of overall system calibration.
The Extender Board is an accessory to the ADALAB-PC
system. The Extender Board can accommodate up to 16 differ-
ential analog inputs using multiplexers that have over
—
voltage protection. The Extender Board is also powered by
the ADALAB-PC board through the 50-position ribbon cable.
This cable also carries the analog and digital signals,




3The Exterminator Card and Extender Board cannot be used
simultaneously in conjunction with the ADALAB-PC board (only-
one unit can be connected to the ADALAB-PC board via the 50-
position cable). The Exterminator Card contains a Self-Test
header which is required for the ADALAB-PC system calibra-
tion. The Extender Board does not have a Self-Test header
and cannot be be used to verify system calibration. Another
difference between the Card/Board is that the Exterminator
Card has only four analog input channels while the Extender
Board has 16 analog input channels. The Extender Board
increases the flexibility of the system by providing more
analog input channels.
LABTECH NOTEBOOK is an integrated software package that
is designed to work with the ADALAB-PC data acquisition and
control system. LABTECH NOTEBOOK increases laboratory re-
search productivity the same way personal computers increase
productivity for the office. LABTECH NOTEBOOK provides the
interface between the user and the instrumentation system.
LABTECH is a relatively easy system to use since it is com-
pletely menu-driven. By using the menus, the user can design
a format for a data acquisiton run or process control run by
simply entering sampling rates, run durations, scaling con-
stants and so on. One special feature of LABTECH is that it
offers a software-simulated interface board so that the user
may begin practicing without using the actual acquisition
and control hardware.

LABTECH NOTEBOOK software and ADALAB-PC hardware are
used in this work to obtain real time data from a Power
Plant Measurements experiment. The real time data consists
of two input parameters (pressure vs. temperature). The data
is obtained by using a pressure vessel equipped with a re-
sistance thermometer and a pressure transducer. The analog
voltage signals are converted to digital signals which are
then used by the IBM Personal Computer.
The power and flexibility of the integrated computer
system is demonstrated in this experiment. LABTECH is
utilized in order to demonstrate the methods required to
obtain data and graphical results. The final results of the
experiment are presented in the form of a pressure (in units
of PSIG) vs. temperature (in units of degrees F) plot. The
experimentally obtained results are compared to the theoret-
ical values as reported in the ASME tables.
The final goal of this paper is to interface a student
laboratory procedure for the Power Plant Measurements expei
—
iment to the IBM Personal Computer. It is intended that this
laboratory experiment will supplement the current labs pro-
vided by the Nuclear Engineering Department. In this manner,
the engineering student going through the Nuclear Engineer
ing Program at Penn State will be exposed to the power and
flexibility that a computer can bring to the laboratory
using pressure and temperature sensors similar to those used
in nuclear power plants.

The computer industry along with the applications that
it now brings to the work place has come a long way since
Steven Jobs and Stephen Wozniak emerged from a California
garage with the Apple computer nearly a decade ago (the
first mass-market machine to put real computing power in the
home and small business). Exposure to computer applications
in the laboratory is becoming increasingly important to the
student, due in large part to the increased use of computers
in the modern work place. The automated laboratory is a
reality and the student of today will play an increasing





. 1 Theory of Operation
An analog to digital (A/D) converter accepts a continu-
ously varying analog voltage signal (such as the voltage
output of a thermocouple or a pressure transducer) and pro-
duces a binary digital output code (l's and O's) that is
usable by a digital computer. The type of A/D converter
used on the ADALAB-PC board is known as a dual-slope A/D
converter
.
In terms of general theory, a dual-slope integrating
converter is known as an indirect converter. In indirect
converters, the analog input voltage signal is first trans-
formed into another auxiliary quantity. Examples of such
auxiliary quantities are frequency, charge and time (1).
The operation of ADALAB-PC s dual-slope integrating A/D
converter is illustrated by considering the basic block
diagram and voltage waveform as shown in Figure 1. The A/D
conversion occurs in three steps. The first step is the
auto-zeroing step, which stores the analog signal on the
integrator with the input grounded. Auto zeroing compen-
sates for offset error voltages in the internal structure
(integrator and comparator) of the converter before each
measurement cycle.


















Figure 1. Dual-Slope Converter: (a) Block
Diagram; (b) Voltage Waveform.

5as the Input Signal Integration. During the constant time
interval t (which is independent of the input voltage),
the capacitor C is charged at a constant rate from the
input signal V via the resistor R. In the final step
(Reference Voltage Integration) a constant reference voltage
V of opposite polarity, provided by the system, is
integrated until the voltage across the capacitor returns to
zero. The time to discharge the capacitor is, in this case,
directly proportional to the voltage of the analog input
signal
.
The A/D conversion process can be further described by
relating the process to a set of equations. During the Input
Signal Integration step, the corresponding output voltage is
given by (for V = constant):
V = Q /C = (1/RC)(V ><t„) (2-1)O O X 1
At t = t
,
the block labelled LOGIC turns the switch to
the reference voltage V . instead of V . Capacitor
° ref x r
C is then discharged in the interval t such that for
V =
o
Q (V ) (C) (V _)(1/R)(t ) (2-2)
^o o ref 2
Combining equations (2-1) and (2-2) yields:
+ = <<v )/(V .)) (t.) (2-3)
2 x ref 1
The final equation is independent of both R and C. The total
conversion time (t + t») is proportional to the analog
input voltage signal V (1).

92 . 2 ADALAB-PC Hardware Installation
The ADALAB-PC internal interface board was installed in
the IBM Personal Computer in accordance with the guidelines
that were provided by the ADALAB-PC and ADAPT Instruction
Manual <2)
.
A base address must be chosen for the ADALAB-PC board
which is internally located in the IBM-PC. The base address
is required in order for the microprocessor <MPU) to commun-
icate with the ADALAB-PC board. The assignment of a specific
base address is required since the microprocessor communi-
cates with other devices/boards in the computer via a base
address that is specific to each device/board.
The I/O (Input/Output) Address Map in the IBM Hardware
Manual must be consulted before deciding on a base address.
The ADALAB-PC Manual (page. 1-21) provides a listing of the
IBM I/O Address Map (2). The 300 hex address was chosen
since this corresponds to a spare address (reserved for
boards that are added to the computer after leaving the fac-
tory) . In general, no two boards may share a common address.
Base Address is a common term used for memory locations
in the computer. The base address chosen was 300 hex. The
hex (hexadecimal) refers to the base 16 number system. The
IBM-PC utilizes up to 16 binary address lines. In the hex
system, each group of four digits is represented by one hex





The base address for the ADALAB-PC board is set by an
8-pole switch located on the lower right side of the board.
Figure 2 illustrates the correct switch positions required












Figure 2. Switch Position for the
300 hex Base Address.
Looking at the ADALAB-PC board on the component side
with the gold edge connector at the bottom right, there are
4 groups of metal pins on the upper half of the card (see
Appendix A, Figures 10 and 11, for board diagrams). Groups
1 and 2 are the jumper selectable interfaces for the Digital
to Analog (D/A) converters. The groups consist of 2 vertical
columns of 6 pins. Group 3, consisting of 2 vertical columns
of 8 pins, is the jumper selectable control for the slow
integrating A/D converter. Group 4, consisting of 2 vertical
columns of 4 pins, controls the full scale voltage range and
input mode for the fast A/D converter.
ITOTE: Jumper pins must be placed on the D/A converters
because the converters supply the reference voltage to




Groups 1 and 2 jumper option (standard D/A converter
and option one D/A converter) output voltage ranges are:
a. +/- 0.5, +/- 1, +/- 2.5, +/- 5 Volts: Bipolar mode.
b. + 1, +2, +5, + 10 Volts: Unipolar mode.
Group 3 (slow A/D converter) jumper options are:
a. +/- 0.5, +/- 1.0, +/- 2.5, +/- 4.0 Volts.
Group 4 (fast A/D converter) jumper options are:
a. +/- 5, +/- 10 Volts: Bipolar mode.
b. + 10 Volts: Unipolar mode.
The jumper configurations used to setup the four groups (for
the Power Plant Measurements experiment) are fully described
in Appendix A (Section F.l).
NOTE: The selection of jumper options for the 4 groups
in the Power Plant Measurements experiment (see
Figure 11, Appendix A) was completely arbitrary







The Calibration of the ADALAB-PC internal board should
be performed after its installation and prior to replacing
the computer cover. The self-test program provides the means
for electrically exercising the ADALAB-PC. The Exterminator
Card and ADAPT software are required for running the self-
test and calibration programs. Overall system operation is




Before any self-tests or calibrations can be performed
on the system, the ADALAB-PC board must be connected to the
socket labelled SELF TEST on the Exterminator Card by means
of the 50-position ribbon cable. Additionally, the System
Configuration file must be setup to reflect the current
modes and ranges selected by the jumpers on the ADALAB-PC
board. Appendix B contains the procedures required to bring
up the self-test program so that the System Configuration





The analog voltage signal must be checked to ensure

that the signal is linear over its entire voltage range.
Appendix C contains the required procedures for implementing
the Linearity Test.
During the running of the Linearity Test, a graph of
the input voltage is plotted on the monitor screen. After
the last point is plotted, upper and lower lines are drawn
which represent the differential and integral nonlinearity
respect ivity
.
The maximum differential nonlinearity is calculated by
taking the difference between each successive pairs of input
values. The maximum integral nonlinearity is calculated by
comparing each input value with the predicted value, based
on the average step size for the entire voltage range.
The differential and integral nonlinearity are measured
in units of LSB (Least Significant Bit). The LSB refers to
the smallest detectable change in voltage at a given resolu-
tion. A maximum differential nonlinearity of +2/-2 LSB <+/-
0.05 % of full scale range) is considered to be within the
specifications for the +/- 4 Volt range. A maximum integral
nonlinearity of +4/-4 LSB (+/- 0. 1% of full scale voltage)
is within specifications for the +/- 4 Volt range (2).
The slow A/D voltage range used in this test, also used
in the Power Plant Measurements experiment, was +/- 1 Volt.
Figure 3 illustrates the graph obtained from the Linearity
Test. The differential nonlinearity was determined to be






































Greater nonlinearity will be observed for more sensitive
(lower) voltage ranges compared to the +/- 4 volt range
specifications.
The ADALAB-PC board must be calibrated if specification
limits are exceeded for the specified voltage being tested.
Table 1 provides the maximum ranges for the differential and
integral nonlinearity.
Table 1. Maximum Differential and Integral
Nonlinearity Limits.
Voltage Different ial I ntegral




2. 5 +4/-4 +6/-6
4 +2/-2 +4/-4
NOTE: If the above limits are exceeded for the voltage
being tested, the system (ADALAB-PC board) must
be calibrated. The differential and integral
nonlinearity results are printed on the screen
during the running of the Linearity Test.
3 . 4 System Calibrat ion
The self-test program provides a Calibration (Option 5)
mode for calibrating the ADALAB-PC board. If the calibration
mode is selected, a calibration menu (see Figure 4) will
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appear on the monitor screen.
CALIBRATION MENU
= RETURN
1 = D/A PORT A
2 = D/A PORT B
3 = FAST A/D
ENTER OPTION (0: 3)?
Figure 4. Calibration Menu Setup.
Calibration of the Slow Integrating A/D converter can
be performed by using either Option 1 (D/A PORT A) or Option
2 <D/A PORT B) . The author used Option 1 to calibrate the
Slow A/D converter. The Fast A/D converter was not calibra-
ted since it was not used in the Power Plant Measurements
experiment
.
Vhen a calibration selection is made from the Calibra-
tion Menu, a diagram of the ADALAB-PC board will appear on
the screen with specific step-by-step instructions required
for the calibration. The ADALAB-PC Instruction Manual pro-
vides a detailed example of how to calibrate the Slow Inte-







LABTECH NOTEBOOK is an integrated software package that
is designed to provide the required interface between the
computer control system and the instrumentation system. The
intent of this chapter is to provide the specific procedures
required to install LABTECH NOTEBOOK for use in the IBM
Personal Computer. The literature provided with the LABTECH
NOTEBOOK software is well documented and provides examples
on how to setup and use the system menus (4).
4 .
2
I nstall ati on Requirements
A program and hardware installation must be performed
before LABTECH NOTEBOOK may be used. This is required since
LABTECH was designed to operate with a variety of computers
and application software. The minimum system requirements
needed to support LABTECH are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. LABTECH NOTEBOOK System Requirements.
Computer Type IBM : PC, XT, or AT.
Disk Drives Two Floppy Disk Drives or
1 Disk Drive + 1 Hard Disk.
Memory A Minimum of : 256K RAM.
Operating System DOS Version 2.0 or Later.
Graphics IBM Color/Graphics Adapter.

4 . 3 System Disks
Three disks come with the LABTECH NOTEBOOK integrated
software package. They are listed as the LABTECH NOTEBOOK
Master Disk, the Driver disk and the Supplemental disk. The
Master disk contains the main programs and all of the sup-
porting files required to setup and run an experiment. The
Driver disk contains the installation program along with
specific hardware boards required for installation. The Sup-
plemental disk contains the files required for NOTEBOOK'S
data analysis routines.
It is important to take precautions against any possi-
ble damage to the original disks. Therefore, creating and
maintaining backup copies of the disks is necessary in order
to minimize the use of the disks. The procedure for creating
the required backup copies of the disks is contained in
Reference 4.
The original Master disk is required to start NOTEBOOK.
This disk contains a magnetic key which permits the NOTEBOOK
program to be executed. This key cannot be copied and will
be destroyed if the disk is used as the target for DOS'
s
format or diskcopy command <4) . Once NOTEBOOK is started,
the original disk may be replaced by the backup copy of the
disk.
Before NOTEBOOK can be installed in the IBM computer, a
Boot disk must first be created. The reason for this is that
NOTEBOOK works with a variety of computers, data acquisition

hardware and application programs. This makes it necessary
to create a Boot disk that is specific to the computer and
its associated hardware system. Appendix D contains the
procedure for creating the Boot disk needed to run LABTECH





LABTECH NOTEBOOK is now ready to be installed into the
the IBM Personal Computer. The program installation includes
all of the steps necessary for preparing LABTECH NOTEBOOK to
work with the IBM-PC. The installation routine will ask a
series of prompting questions about the current IBM system
configuration. Appendix E provides the required procedures
for the software installation of LABTECH NOTEBOOK into the
IBM Personal Computer.
4 . 5 Menu-Driven System
LABTECH NOTBOOK is a menu-dirven system that is rela-
tively easy to use. Because of its fast and easy to use menu
system, NOTEBOOK requires no programming. NOTEBOOK displays
the setup conditions which define the current experimental
data acquisition run so that they may be easily modified.
Each data acquisition run may be setup differently or as
previously specified. Additionally, the user may save all
of the setup conditions pertaining to an experimental run.

d U
The IBM-PC arrow keys (located on the lower right side
of the keyboard) are used to position the menu marker to the
desired menu selection. The enter key is used to activate
the chosen selection and the ESC key is used to return the
system to the previous displayed NOTEBOOK menu. A detailed
description dealing with the system boot-up procedure and




POWER PLANT MEASUREMENTS EXPERIMENT
5. 1 I ntroduction
The engineering student entering the work place today-
will be expected to be familiar with the use and application
of computers and associated hardware/software systems. It
is essential for the student to be exposed to computer
applications in the laboratory environment. The student of
today will play an increasing role in the integration and
management of the automated laboratory.
One goal of this paper is to interface a student labor-
atory procedure for the Power Plant Measurements experiment
to the IBM-PC. In this manner, the engineering student will
be exposed to the power and flexibility that a computer can
bring to the laboratory using pressure and temperature sen-
sors similar to those used in nuclear power plants.
5 . 2 System Setup/Procedures
Appendix A is a copy of the laboratory procedure for
the Power Plant Measurements experiment that is intended to
supplement the current labs provided by the Nuclear Engine-
ering Department. This Appendix contains all of the proce-
dures and system setups required to perform the experiment.
It is recommended that Appendix A be read before proceeding
on to the next section of this paper.
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5 . 3 Experimenta l Run # 1
The first data acquisition run in this experiment
involved the collection of pressure (PSIG) vs. temperature
(degrees F) data. The data was collected as a function of
increasing temperature and pressure (see Appendix A, Section
F.5. ). Figure 5 represents the actual real time plot of the
data as presented by LABTECH NOTEBOOK on the monitor screen.
5 . 4 Experimental Run # 1 Analysis
Table 3 provides a comparison of the obtained experi-
mental data with the theoretical data. The theoretical data
was obtained from the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers (ASME) steam tables handbook (5) .
Table 3. Comparison of Experimental Run # 1
Data to Theoretical Data.
EXPERIMENTAL THEORETICAL
(from Fig. 5) (ASME Tabl es) Percent
Pressure Temperature Temperature Error
(PSIG) (degrees F) (degrees F)
211. 8 212. -0. 094
1 215. 215. 2 -0. 093
2 218. 4 218.5 -0. 046
3 221. 5 221. 5 0. 000
4 224. 2 224. 4 -0. 089
5 227. 4 227.2 +0. 088
6 230. 229. 8 +0. 087
7 232.5 232. 3 +0. 086
8 235. 2 234. 9 +0. 128
9 237. 2 237. 1 +0. 042
10 239. 6 239. 5 +0. 042
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for the first experimental data acquisition run.
Table 4. Power Plant Measurements Results
for Experimental Run # 1.
Temperature Pressure Temperature Pressure
(millivolts) (millivolts) (millivolts) (millivolts)
2. 3467 0. 0274 5. 3908 3. 9658
2.3713 0. 0449 5. 4769 4. 0147
2. 4144 0. 1485 5. 5672 4. 1553
2. 4944 0. 2286 5. 6369 4. 1748
2. 5764 0. 3849 5. 6841 4. 2940
2. 6421 0. 4337 5. 7374 4. 3917
2. 7077 0. 5060 5. 7990 4. 5499
2. 7487 0. 5451 5. 8646 4. 6828
2. 7938 0. 6017 5.9426 4. 7160
2. 8636 0. 6095 6. 0185 4. 8293
2. 9477 0. 7228 6. 0985 4. 9328
3. 0379 0. 8869 6. 1662 5. 0149
3. 1344 0. 9612 6. 2379 5. 0989
3. 2185 1. 0921 6. 2954 5. 1966
3. 3005 1. 2015 6. 3508 5. 3236
3. 3723 1. 2952 6. 4144 5. 4838
3. 4359 1.3675 6. 4800 5. 5209
3. 5077 1. 3929 6. 5436 5. 6244
3.5897 1. 5609 6. 5969 5. 7143
3. 6636 1. 6899 6. 6482 5. 8647
3. 7621 1. 8168 6.6933 5. 9722
3. 8626 1. 9145 6. 7549 6. 0425
3. 9405 2. 0571 6. 8205 6. 1089
4. 0328 2. 1763 6. 8923 6. 1910
4. 1333 2.2584 6. 9703 6. 2457
4. 2154 2. 3033 7. 0400 6. 3492
4. 2831 2. 4205 7. 1056 6. 4899
4. 3590 2.5463 7. 1692 6. 5934
4. 4185 2.6784 7. 2287 6.6735
4. 4862 2. 7272 7. 2800 6. 7770
4. 5538 2. 7839 7. 3333 6. 9021
4.6236 2.9050 7. 3928 7. 0134
4. 6933 3. 0496 7. 4400 7. 1248
4. 7733 3. 1687 7. 4954 7. 2420
4. 8574 3. 2527 7. 5549 7. 2811
4. 9374 3. 3192 7. 6185 7.3514
5. 0113 3. 4227 7. 6903 7. 3924
5. 0995 3. 4755 7. 7497 7. 5468
5. 1672 3. 5692 7. 8174 7. 6874
5. 2369 3. 6278 7. 8872 7. 7890
5. 2862 3. 7294 7. 9610 7. 9004
5. 3251 3. 8525 7. 9950 8. 0000
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Recall that the pressure was calibrated from PSIG (0
millivolts) to 10 PSIG (8 millivolts). The temperature was
calibrated from 210 degrees F <2 millivolts) to 240 degrees
F (8 millivolts). The first point plotted on figure 5 has
coordinates of 2.3467 millivolts (temperature reading from
Table 4) and 0.0274 millivolts (pressure reading from Table
4 )
.
The theoretical coordinate readings should correspond
to 2.4000 millivolts (temperature reading) and 0.0000 milli-
volts (pressure reading)
.
TOTE: The collection of experimental data for Run # 1
was started near the boiling point of water (ap-
proximately 212 degrees F) . A temperature of 212
degrees F corresponds to approximately 2.40
millivolts.
The observed millivolt readings are not in exact agree-
ment with the theoretically expected values. The main
reason for the differences in the values is due to the PSU
pressure and temperature transmitter boxes. The ZERO and
SPAN adjustment controls on the PSU pressure and temperature
transmitter boxes are very sensitive. Additionally, the
adjustments between the ZERO and SPAN" controls tend to be
interactive. It is very difficult to calibrate the pressure
measuring system to read 0. 0000 millivolts for PSIG and
8.0000 millivolts for 10 PSIG. Likewise, it is difficult to
calibrate the temperature measuring system to read 2.0000
millivolts for 210 degrees F and 8.0000 millivolts for 240

degrees F. However, the observed experimental mi 1 1 i voltage
values for the temperature outputs in this experiment are
relatively close to the theoretically expected values. The
observed reading of 2.3467 millivolts (Table 4) for 212 de-
grees F is relatively close to the expected value of 2.400
mi 1 livolts.
The observed reading of 0.0274 millivolts (Table 4) for
the pressure reading is a little high in comparison to the
expected value of 0.0000 millivolts. However, there is an
additional source of error that accounts for this higher
pressure reading. The pressure was calibrated at PSIG (0
millivolts) using the pressure gauge on the pressure vessel.
The scale on the pressure gauge ranges from PSIG to 30
PSIG. In the experiment, the PSIG calibration was per-
formed with the containment valves open. With the contain-
ment valves open, the pressure transducer was sensing PSIG
(which should theoretically correspond to the PSIG reading
on the vessel's pressure gauge). However, the pressure gauge
is not absolutely accurate at the PSIG reading. The steam
pressure appears to build up slighty above PSIG before a
deflection is noted on the pressure gauge. This source of
error also contributes to an observed reading of 0.0274 mil-
livolts vs. the expected value of 0.0000 millivolts. This
problem mostly likely is associated with the design of the
pressure gauge. One final note is that the pressure gauge
readings become more accurate as the pressure increases.

5 . 5 Experimental Run # 2
The second data acquisition run also involved the col-
lection of pressure (PSIG) vs. temperature (degrees F) data.
However, the data was collected as a function of decreasing
pressure and temperature (see Appendix A, Section F.6. ).
Figure 6 represents the actual real time plot of the data.
5 . 6 Experimenta l Run # 2 Analysis
Table 5 provides a comparison of the experimentally-
obtained data with the theoretical ASME data (5).
Table 5. Comparison of Experimental Run # 2
Data to Theoretical Data.
EXPERIMENTAL THEORETICAL
(from Fig. 6) (ASME Tabl es) Percent
Pressure Temperature Temperature Error
(PSIG) (degrees F) (degrees F)
10 240. 5 239. 5 +0. 416
9 238. 237. 1 +0. 378
8 235. 7 234. 9 +0. 339
7 233. 232. 3 +0. 300
6 230.3 229. 8 +0. 217
5 227.5 227. 2 +0. 132
4 224.5 224. 4 +0. 045
3 221. 7 221. 5 +0. 090
2 218.6 218. 5 +0. 045
1 215. 4 215. 2 +0. 093
212. 1 212. +0. 047
The experimental data obtained in the second data run
was higher than the theoretical values at correspondingly
higher pressure levels (Table 5) in comparision to the data




























































reason for this is due to the procedure used in collecting
the data. In the second experimental run, the data was
collected after opening the containment valve on the pres-
sure vessel. The pressure was then released at a rate of
approximately one PSIG per minute. Although the pressure
was being released instantaneously, the corresponding de-
crease in temperature did not follow instantaneously. This
was due to the slower dissipation of heat from the surround-
ing pressure vessel walls and water. Accurate results would
have been obtained if the pressure vessel was allowed to
cool with the pressure containment valve SHUT.
Performing the second experiment with the containment
valve shut drastically increases the amount of time required
to collect the data (over one hour) . With the lab period
being three hours in length, this longer collection time
would constitute an unreasonable amount of time for the stu-
dent to wait for the data. Overall, a pressure release rate
of one PSIG per minute yields relatively valid results with
a collection time of approximately 12 to 15 minutes.
Table 6 is a listing of the hardcopy data (on disk) for
the second data acquisition run. As in the first run, the
experimentally observed millivoltage values are not in total
agreement with the theoretical values. Again, this is due
to the sensitivity and interactive nature of the ZERO and
SPAN adjustment controls on the PSU pressure and temperature
transmitter boxes.

Table 6. Power Plant Measurements Results
for Experimental Run # 2.
Temperature Pressure Temperature Pressure
(millivolts) (millivolts) (millivolts) (mi 1 1 i volts)
8. 0349 8. 0000 4. 6872 2. 7897
8. 0451 7. 9297 4. 5887 2. 7350
7. 9118 7. 7011 4. 4862 2. 5924
7. 7908 7. 4706 4. 4000 2. 4791
7.6985 7. 2928 4. 3282 2. 3443
7. 6144 7. 1600 4. 2564 2. 3013
7. 5015 6. 9978 4. 1826 2. 1900
7. 3641 6. 8063 4. 0985 2. 0650
7. 2492 6. 6247 3. 9959 1. 9282
7. 1713 6. 3961 3. 9056 1. 8364
7. 0831 6. 2554 3. 8215 1. 7504
6. 9662 6. 1656 3. 7538 1. 6625
6. 8349 6. 0190 3. 6903 1. 5512
6. 7282 5. 7748 3. 6246 1. 4339
6. 6523 5.6205 3. 5467 1. 3753
6. 5518 5. 4916 3. 4564 1. 2425
6. 4144 5.2708 3. 3723 1. 1839
6. 3015 5. 1243 3. 2923 1. 0725
6. 2174 4. 9856 3. 2267 0. 9299
6. 1251 4. 7492 3. 1692 0. 9162
6. 0082 4. 6750 3. 1097 0. 7814
5. 8933 4. 5402 3. 0462 0. 7209
5. 8010 4. 3702 2. 9662 0. 6369
5. 7210 4. 2042 2. 8862 0. 5998
5. 6287 4. 0147 2. 8862 0. 5998
5. 5118 3. 9385 2. 8328 0. 5451
5. 4010 3. 7939 2. 7918 0. 5158
5.3128 3.6532 2. 7487 0. 4337
5. 2390 3. 5165 2. 6790 0. 4148
5. 1385 3. 4051 2. 6072 0. 3126
5. 0256 3. 2899 2.5600 0.2364
4. 9292 3. 2117 2. 5333 0. 2051
4. 8533 3. 0652 2. 4985 0. 0840
4. 7795 2. 8913 2. 4369 -0. 0137

CHAPTER 6
LABTECH NOTEBOOK SPECIAL FEATURES
6 . 1 Introduction
One special feature of LABTECH NOTEBOOK is the incor-
poration of a time channel in the NORMAL menu setup. This
special feature permits data (in this case pressure or tem-
perature) to be plotted against time. Additionally, a graph
of pressure versus time and a separate graph of temperature
versus time may be displayed at the same time on the monitor
screen. The above mentioned features will be explored in
this chapter.
6 . 2 System Setup
Appendix A provides all of the necessary information
needed to setup the operating system for data collection.
The only section in the Appendix that must be modified is
the section pertaining to LABTECH Menu Setups (Section F.4).
6 . 3 LABTECH Menu Setup for Mod i fied Data Collecti on
The LABTECH NOTEBOOK will be setup so that two plots of
data (pressure vs. time and temperature vs. time) will be
be obtained. The graphs for both plots will be plotted at
the same time on the monitor screen. Appendix F contains





4 LABTECH NOTEBOOK Experi mental Results
Perform the data collection as described in Appendix A
(Section F.5, bringing the system up). The data for this run
(# 3) was collected as a function of increasing temperature
and pressure. Figure 7 represents the graphical results for
this data acquisition run. Table 7 represents an analysis of
the data that was obtained directly from Figure 7.
Table 7. Comparison of Experimental Run # 3
Data to Theoretical Data.
EXPERIMENTAL THEORETICAL
(from Fig. 7) (ASME Tabl es) Percent
Pressure Time Temperature Temperature Error
(PSIG) <min.
)
(degrees F) (degrees F)
3. 5 212. 4 212. +0. 188
1 4. 6 215. 215. 2 -0. 093
2 6. 4 218. 2 218. 5 -0. 137
3 7. 6 221. 8 221. 5 +0. 135
4 8. 6 224.5 224. 4 +0. 045
5 9. 6 227.5 227. 2 +0. 132
6 11. 2 230. 3 229. 8 +0. 217
7 12. 3 232.5 232. 3 +0. 086
8 13.6 235.2 234. 9 +0. 128
9 14. 9 237. 5 237. 1 +0. 168
10 16. 239. 8 239. 5 +0. 125
The data obtained from this experimental run is very
similar to the data (Table 3) obtained from Figure 5 which
illustrates the X: Y plot of pressure vs. temperature. The
X: Y plot of the data demonstrates the relationship between
pressure and temperature in the system. However, the use of
a time channel permits the user to correlate and study the









































7 . 1 Introduct ion
The experimental results obtained from the Power Plant
Measurements experiment were not curve fitted (as per the
writeup in Appendix A for the student lab procedure). The
process required to curve fit the data is time consuming and
could not be accomplished within the three hour time limit
scheduled for the student lab. However, the data and LAB-
TECH graph results obtained in the experiment yielded valid
results and therefore eliminated the necessity to curve fit
the data.
There may be times (while performing other experiments)
that the experimental data obtained from a LABTECH NOTEBOOK
data run needs to be curve fitted. CURVE FITTER-PC makes it
easy for the user to fit a wide variety of curves to the
experimental data from which the best curve may be selected
<6). Additionally, SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC can be used to
produce professional looking graphs of scientific data <7).
The intent of this chapter is to provide the information
required to apply LABTECH NOTEBOOK results to the CURVE FIT-
TER-PC and SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC software programs. Both of
the software programs were developed by Interactive Micro-





7 . 2 Modi fication of LABTECH NOTEBOOK Output
LABTECH NOTEBOOK data, as saved on a disk, for this
experiment is in two columns. For example, in the first ex-
perimental run, the data was listed in two columns (one
column for temperature and one column for pressure) . NOTE-
BOOK data must be arranged in one column with alternating
X:Y data. This is required because the CURVE FITTER-PC and
SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC programs will only read data from one
column. The following program, written by the author, will
accomplish the task of placing the LABTECH NOTEBOOK data in
one column of alternating X:Y pairs.
10 DATADAPT IS A PROGRAM DESIGNED TO READ IN A DATA
FILE THAT WAS SAVED USING LABTECH SOFTWARE AND
CHANGE IT TO MAKE IT USABLE BY I MI SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING CURVE FITTER AND SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER.
20 DIM D(IOOO)
30 CLS:KEY OFF:I=1:C=0
40 LOCATE 10, 10: INPUT "WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE LAB-
TECH DATA FILE? " , NS
50 FS=NS+" . PRN"
60 OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS #1
70 FOR K=l TO 8: INPUT #1 , AS <K) : NEXT
80 INPUT #1,D(I),D(I+1)
90 1=1+2: C=C+2
100 G=EOF(l):IF G=-l GOTO 120
110 GOTO 80
120 CLOSE #1
130 CLS: LOCATE 10, 10: INPUT "ENTER NAME OF NEW DATA
FILE (UP TO 8 LETTERS): " , NS
140 FS=NS+" . DAT"
150 OPEN FS FOR OUTPUT AS #1
160 WRITE #1,C
170 FOR J=l TO C: WRITE #1,D(J):NEXT
180 CLOSE #1
190 END
When using CURVE FITTER-PC and SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC, a
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question prompt will request the name of the data file to be
read. Enter the name of the new data file that was created




CURVE FITTER-PC makes it easy to fit a wide variety of
curves to experimentally obtained data. The CURVE FITTER-PC
program will guide the user through a series of prompting
questions that setup the system for curve fitting the data.
One special feature of the program is that it contains de-
monstration files on the disk which make it easy to explore
the capabilities of the system. The instruction manual which
comes with the CURVE FITTER-PC provides all of the necessary
steps for using the program <6) . The next practical step
would be to use the SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC program to produce





SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC is very similar to the format
found in the CURVE FITTER-PC program. A professional looking
graph will be generated after answering a series of prompt-
ing questions. The program will read the data file that was
saved in the CURVE FITTER-PC. The instruction manual which
comes with the SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC is well documented and




7 . 5 CURVE FITTER-PC/SCIENT IFIC PLQTTER-PC DEMONSTRATION
The data obtained from the first acquisition run of the
Power Plant Measurements experiment (see Chapter 5) will be
used to demonstrate the types of plots produced by the CURVE
FITTER- PC and SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC software programs. Ap-
pendix A (Section F) contains all of the procedural steps
required for obtaining the data.
By using the DATADAPT Program (as written by the author
on page 35 of this paper) , the data from Table 4 (Power
Plant Measurement Results for Experimental Run # 1) was
arranged in one column of alternating temperature and pres-
sure data. Figure 8 (Curve Fitted Plot of Data) was genei
—
ated by answering a series of prompting questions in the
CURVE FITTER-PC program. In the same manner (by answering
the prompting questions), Figure 9 was generated by using
the SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC program.
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CONCLUS I ONS/RECOKMENDAT I ONS
8 . 1 User Suggestions
8.1.1 Setup Conditions
One of the most important items for proper operation of
the LABTECH NOTEBOOK program is to properly choose the coi
—
rect conditions for the setup menus. In order for the LAB-
TECH NOTEBOOK program to achieve a steady output of data,
all of the setup conditions in~the menus must be in agree-
ment. The VERIFY menu should be checked before proceeding
on with the data collection phase of the experiment. If
there is a system error, it will be identified via the moni-
tor screen. The error can then be corrected by entering the
appropriate LABTECH NOTEBOOK menu (as identified by the
VERIFY menu output).
8.1.2 Planning Outputs
Another important area for the user to consider is the
determination of output parameters and desired plots. The
setup menus should, when executed properly, produce expected
results from an experimental run. Always plan to have the
data copied on the data disk. This is important when it




8.1.3 Troubleshooti ng the System
There may be times when it appears that the system is
not working properly. Common sense and attention to detail
may help to solve the problem. Always use the printer in
order to keep hard copy printouts of the experimental menu
setups. If a problem is encountered, one should start again
from the last set of conditions at which the system worked
satisfactorily. Determine what has been added or deleted
from the properly working system. Use the ADALAB-PC Self
Test software and Exterminator Card to diagnose the ADALAB-
PC internal board. This will determine whether the system
is working properly or that the problem lies elsewhere. The
ADALAB-PC Instruction Manual (pages 4-1 to 4-10) provides a
special section on system symptoms and solutions (2). Addi-
tionally, the LABTECH NOTEBOOK Instruction Manual (pages A-l
to A-21) provides a section on the status and description of
error codes that may be used to troubleshoot the system (4).
8.1.4 System Grounding
During the data collecting phase of the Power Plant
Measurements experiment, the author experienced a problem
with system grounding. The problem was resolved by changing
out system components (temperature and pressure transducers,
PSU temperature and pressure transmitter boxes, etc. ) and by
ground isolating the system. A bad electrical extension
(socket) board was found to be the cause of the problem.
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8 . 2 Recommendat ions
The LABTECH NOTEBOOK software and ADALAB-PC hardware
integrated data acquisition system is easy to use and the
accompanying instruction manuals are well documented. The
potential for the future use of the system is mostly limited
by the imagination of the user. The system can be used to
bring computer technology to almost every laboratory experi-
ment. The natural follow-up to the experiment performed in
this paper would be applying this integrated data system to
the Thermocouples and Heat Transfer experiment (8).
8.3 Conclusions
By now the reader should have a relatively good under-
standing of how the ADALAB-PC hardware system and the LAB-
TECH NOTEBOOK software system support and compliment each
other. This paper was not meant to make the reader an expert
in the use of this system. However, the goal was to present
the system functions (hardware and software) and how they
can be used to setup experiments. The Power Plant Measure-
ments experiment (Appendix A) provides the reader with an
example of how an experiment can be setup and executed when
using this integrated system. Hopefully, the potential user
of this system will now have a better insight into what may
be encounter in the future designing and execution of an
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In this experiment, the student will become familiar
with the use of temperature and pressure transducers. The
relationship between pressure and temperature in a boiling
water system will be demonstrated. Real time data (pressure
vs. temperature) will be obtained by using a pressure vessel
equipped with a resistance thermometer and a pressure trans-
ducer. The analog voltage signals from the resistance ther-
mometer and pressure transducer will be converted to digital
signals by an analog-to-digital converter. The digital sig-
nals that are produced will be usable by a digital computer.
This demonstration will be accomplished via the use of an
IBM Personal Computer along with general purpose data acqui-
sition hardware and software.
B RELEVANCE OF EXPERIMENT TO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
:
The pressurized (PVR) and boiling water (BWR) reactors
are the primary power reactor types in use in the United
States today. In a PVR the primary coolant is pressurized
to keep it from boiling at a low temperature. The result is
a higher operating pressure and an increase in efficiency of
the power plant. PVR' s operate in the range of 2000 psi
.
In the BVR, slightly subcooled water enters the core at
the bottom. The coolant boils adjacent to the fuel elements
within the core, thereby removing heat from the elements.
The resulting steam and water mixture then proceeds to steam

separators, where the liquid water is separated from the
steam bubbles. The saturated steam which is formed passes
from the steam separators to a turbine. BWR's usually opei
—
ate in the range of 500-1500 psi. Thus, throughout nuclear
power plants, there are many pressure and temperature moni-
tors required to ensure the safe operation of these plants.
Computers are playing a major role (in terms of data
collection from plant monitors) in reactor facilities today
and will be prominent in future facilities. The ability of
the computer to monitor reactor system parameters, of pres-
sure and temperature, via interface hardware and software
will be explored in this laboratory experiment.
C. PRESSURE MEASUREMENT:
The deflection of an elastic element is the basis for
most of the pressure measuring devices used today. A Hour
don tube pressure transducer will be used to measure the
pressure changes in this experiment.
A Bourdon tube is a curved, spiralled, or twisted metal
tube having a non-circular cross section and closed at the
nonrestrained end. Pressure applied to the rigidly mounted
open end of the tube causes the cross section form to become
more circular, resulting in a motion at the free end of the
tube. This motion is used to drive a pointer in a direct
reading gauge or to activate a motion transducer for remote
pressure indication and recording.

D . TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
:
Temperature measurements in this experiment will be
accomplished using a resistance thermometer. The operation
of a resistance thermometer is based on the fact that the
resistance offered to the passage of an electric current by
any material is dependent on its temperature.
E . EQU IPMENT
:
The following equipment is required for this experiment:
1. Pressure Vessel and Hotplate.
2. IBM-PC with monitor/printer.
3. ADALAB-PC Internal Board, Extender Board and
Exterminator Card.
4. LABTECH NOTEBOOK Software (Version 2.7.5):
a. LABTECH NOTEBOOK Master Disk.
b. LABTECH NOTEBOOK Driver Disk.
c. LABTECH NOTEBOOK Boot Disk.
5. ADALAB-PC Software (Version 1.2):
a. ADAPT Master Disk.
6. IBM Software (Version 3.10):
a. DOS Master Disk.
7. Robinson-Halpern Pressure Transducer.
8. PSU Pressure Transmitter Box.
9. Honeywell Resistance Thermometer.
10. PSU Temperature Transmitter Box.
11. Resistance Thermometer Decade Box.
12. Digital Volt Meter.
13. Two (1.5 Volt DC) Batteries.

F . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
:
1. Set-up Procedure (to be performed by the lab assistant
prior to commencement of lab)
.
a. ADALAB-PC Board Setup:
1. Turn off the IBM-PC and all accessories connected to
the computer.
2. Unscrew the five cover mounting screws located in
the center and on the left and right sides of the
computer's rear panel.
3. Gently remove the computer's cover, sliding it from
the rear to the front of the computer until it will
go no further; then tilt the front of the cover up
diagonally and remove it from the system's base.
4. The proper jumper connections must now be made for
the 4 groups of metal pins located on the upper half
of the board (see Figure 10). Figure 11 illustrates
the proper jumper selections to obtain the required
A/D and D/A voltages for each group. Ensure that the
jumpers are set up in the indicated arrangement.
NOTE: Ground yourself by touching the bare
metal cover on the IBM computer before placing
the jumpers in the required arrangement. Be
careful not to drop anything inside the com-
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Figure 10. ADALAB- PC Internal Board.
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Figure 11. Group Jumper Selections.

5. The ADALAB-PC board has already been calibrated at
the factory. Calibration of the system was verified
against a known standard during the Summer Semester
(1986). If calibration of the system is desired,
refer to the ADALAB-PC Manual.
6. Gently replace the computer cover and secure it with
the five mounting screws.
b. Extender Board Setup :
1. The proper jumper connections must be made for the
instrument amplifier (header H9 ) . See Figure 12 for
the H9 location. Figure 13 depicts the proper
jumper connections required to make the instrument
amplifier operable. Ensure that the jumpers are set
up in the indicated arrangement.
TOTE: This is the normal operating mode of the
instrument amplifier. In this mode, incoming
analog voltage signals are amplified before
being processed by the A/D converter.
2. The proper jumper connection must also be made for
the frequency counter (header HID. See Figure 12
for the Hll location. Ensure that the jumper is
positioned as shown in Figure 14.
NOTE: The frequency counter is not used in
this experiment. When the frequency counter is
not used, it must be selected to OFF.
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ANALOG INPUT/OUTPUT SCREW TERMINALS
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a. Figure 15 is an illustration of the overall system
configuration. Record the appropriate information
about your system components (serial numbers, etc. ).
b. Fill the pressure vessel approximately half full of
water and firmly secure the containment lid to the
vessel. Turn on the electric heater to the maximum
setting so that pressure will be available for cali-
bration in later steps. EXERCISE EXTREME CAUTION IN
USING THE PRESSURE VESSEL SINCE THE STEAM PRODUCED
DURING THIS EXPERIMENT CAN CAUSE SEVERE BURNS.
c. Connect the temperature measuring system as shown in
Figure 16 (with the leads from the Resistance Ther-
mometer Decade Box going to the input terminals of
the Temperature Transmitter and the leads from the
output terminals going to the Digital Volt Meter)
.
Calibrate the temperature system for a range of 210-
240 degrees Fahrenheit. The PSU transmitter should
have an output of 2 millivolts for a temperature of
210 degrees F. The resistance corresponding to this
temperature is 138.6 ohms. Set the resistance on
the decade box and use the ZERO adjust to obtain a 2
millivolt output. Then set the box for 145.0 ohms
and use the SPAN adjust to obtain an 8 millivolt
output (240 degrees F) . The adjustments tend to in-
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To Channel 1 of the
ADALAB Extender Board
or Digital Volt Meter
Figure 16. Temperature Measuring System.

until both calibration points are nearly correct.
Disconnect the decade box and connect in the resis-
tance thermometer. Disconnect the leads from the DVM
and connect them to the input lines going to channel
one of the ADALAB Extendor board <PSU positive lead
to channel 1 high <+) input terminal and PSU nega-
tive lead to channel 1 low <-) input terminal).
NOTE: If the pressure gauge reading is not yet
at 10 PSIG, then proceed to section 3 (LABTECH
NOTEBOOK Installation). Carefully monitor the
rise in pressure (CHECK THE PRESSURE GAUGE
EVERY THREE MINUTES). Once the system is at
10 PSIG, complete the pressure calibration as
given in step d.
d. Connect the pressure measuring system as shown in
Figure 17 (with the output going to the Digital Volt
Meter). With the vessel valves OPEN, use the ZERO
adjust on the PSU pressure transmitter to obtain a
reading of approximately zero. Close the appropriate
valve and allow the pressure to build to 10 psig.
NOTE: Proceed with caution and stay clear of
the pressure vessel in case the relief valve on
the vessel releases hot steam. Whenever the
system is above 10 PSIG, stay well clear of the
vessel and never place your hands or face dir-
ectly above the vessel.

























To Channel of the
ADALAB Extendor Board
or Digital Volt Meter
Figure 17. Pressure Measuring System.
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Next adjust the SPAN control so the output at 10
psig will be 8 millivolts. Then manipulate the val-
ves to retain pressure in the vessel while providing
a zero pressure input to the transducer. As before,
repeat these checks several times until the calibra-
tion is correct at both the zero and 10 PSIG points.
Disconnect the leads from the DVM and connect them
to the input lines going to channel zero of the
ADALAB-PC Extender board (PSU positive lead to chan-
nel high (+) input terminal and PSU negative lead
to channel low (-) input terminal),
e. When the calibrations are completed, slowly release
the pressure in the vessel and TURN OFF the heater.
3. LABTECH NOTEBOOK Installation:
a. Insert the LABTECH Boot disk in drive A and the LAB-
TECH original Master disk in drive B. Turn on the
monitor, printer and computer.
b. When the prompt <A> ) appears, type GRAPHICS (for
producing output plots at the end of the experiment)
and press the enter key. Then type B: and press the
enter key. Drive B is now the default drive. When
the new prompt appears, type NB and press the enter
key (the LABTECH menu will appear on the screen).
c. When the LABTECH menu appears on the screen, remove
the LABTECH original Master disk from drive B and

insert a backup copy of the LABTECH Master disk.
NOTE: The original LABTECH NOTEBOOK Master disk
contains a magnetic key which is required to
start the system.
d. Return the original LABTECH NOTEBOOK Master disk to
the instructor or lab assistant.
e. Remove the LABTECH Boot disk from drive A and insert
the LABTECH Driver disk.
NOTE: LABTECH NOTEBOOK is a menu-driven system.
In this system, setup conditions which define
the experimental data run are displayed so that
they may be modified by the user. The IBM arrow
keys are used to position the menu marker, de-
pressing the enter key will activate the chosen
selection, and the ESC key will return the sys-
tem to the previous menu.
f
.
Using the appropriate arrow key, place the menu mar-
ker on INSTALL and press the enter key. Then select
HARDWARE and press the enter key twice.
g. In order to make operable the ADALAB-PC board in-
serted for this experiment, answer the following
questions that appear on the screen:
1 . Do you wish to change the number of boards sup-
ported? (Y or N)
Answer N and press the enter key.
NOTE: The current system only has one ADALAB-PC
board installed within the IBM-PC.

hi;
2. Do you wish to install a new board, or modify an
existing board? <Y or N)
:
Answer Y and press the enter key.
NOTE: A software board that is compatible with
the current ADALAB-PC board configuration is
required.
3. Select item (1 .. 15):
Enter 12 and press the enter key.
NOTE: This selection is based on the current
jumper post ion for Group # 3 which determines
the voltage of the slow A/D integrating conver-
ter (see Figure 10, Section F.l). Group # 3 is
currently set at +/- 1 volt. The software board
selected must be equal to or less than the +/-
1 volt setting. The +/- 0.5 volt software board
(selection 12) is used in this experiment.
4. The base address is now 300 hex. Do you wish to
change it? (Y or N)
:
Answer N and press the enter key.
NOTE: The I/O ( Input/Output ) Address Map in the
IBM Hardware Manual was consulted prior to
making the base address selection. The 300 hex
address was chosen since this corresponded to a
spare address. A spare address is reserved for
boards that are added to the computer after
leaving the factory. The base address is re-
quired in order for the computer to communicate
with the ADALAB-PC board. No two boards may
share a common address. The hex (hexadecimal)
refers to the base 16 number system.
5. Do you wish to make additional changes? (Y or N) :
Answer N and press the enter key.
The computer will copy the selected A/D board pro-
gram to a file on the Master disk. This file will be
referenced when the data acquisition run for the
experiment is initiated. After the file has been






a. The LABTECH NOTEBOOK will be setup so that a plot of
pressure (PSIG) vs. temperature (degrees F) may be
obtained.
b. From the main menu select SETUP and press the enter
key. Next, select CHANNELS and press the enter key.
You now have the option of selecting NORMAL or HIGH-
SPEED data input menu displays. The NORMAL mode will
be used for this experiment, since real-time data
storage and display (graphs) functions can be used.
Finally, select NORMAL and press the enter key. Set-
up the Normal Data Acquisition/Control Setup for
page 1 as shown in Table 8.
Table 8. NORMAL DATA ACQUISITION FOR PAGE ONE.
Number of Channels (pages) 2
Current Page 1
Channel Type (Analog Input)
AD Board Number
AD Channel Number
Number of Loops 1
AD Input Range (0.05 volts) 2
AD Scale Factor 160
AD Offset Constant
Buffer Size 2048
Number of Stages 1
Sampling Rate (Hz) 0. 1
Stage Duration (sec) 1500
Starting Method (normal)
Trigger Pattern to AND
Trigger Pattern to XOR
Time Delay

NOTE: Table 8 represents the setup for the pressure
input data which is assigned to channel of the
Extender board. The selection of 0.05 volts for
the AD Input relates to a system gain of 6.25.
With an AD Scale Factor of 160, the total gain is
1000 (6.25x160). This was setup so that the data
on the hardcopy printouts will represent the act-
ual system voltage in millivolts. A Sampling Rate
of 0.1 Hz means that data will be collected every
10 seconds during the entire run (1500 seconds).
c. Place the menu marker on the Current Page selection,
type in the number 2 and press the enter key. Setup
page 2 as depicted in Table 9.
Table 9. NORMAL DATA ACQUISITION FOR PAGE TWO.
Number of Channels (pages) 2
Current Page 2
Channel Type (Analog Input)
AD Board Number
AD Channel Number 1
Number of Loops 1
AD Input Range (0.05 volts) 2
AD Scale Factor 160
AD Offset Constant
Buffer Size 2048
Number of Stages 1
Sampling Rate (Hz) 0. 1
Stage Duration (sec) 1500
Starting Method (normal)
Trigger Pattern to AND
Trigger Pattern to XOR
Time Delay
NOTE: Table 9 represents the setup for the temperature
input data which is assigned to channel 1 of the
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Extender board. The only difference between this
Table (page 2) and Table 9 (page 1) is the selection
of 1 for the AD Channel Number,
d. Press ESC, select the DISPLAY menu and press the
enter key. Select the WINDOW menu. Press the enter
key and setup the WINDOW display as illustrated in
Table 10.
Table 10. WINDOW SETUP.
Number of Windows 1
Window Number 1
Left Limit (xO) 0. 15
Lower Limit (yO) 0. 15
Right Limit (xl) 0.90
Upper Limit (yl) 0.90
Y axis Title Pressure
X Axis Title Temp (F)
Length of Time (sec) 1500
X Tic Start Value 210
X Tic End Value 240
Number of X Tics 7
Y Tic Start Value
Y Tic End Value 10
Number of Y Tics 11
Color
Scroll Size 1
NOTE : Table 10 represents the parameters required for





yl ) define the size of a
window that will be drawn on the screen. The tem-
perature input data will be plotted on the X axis
with the scale ranging from 210 to 240 degrees F.
The pressure data will be plotted on the Y axis
with the scale ranging from zero to ten PSIG.
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e. Press the ESC key and select the TRACE menu. Press
the enter key and setup the TRACE display as shown
in Table 11.





Y Channel (page) Number —
Y Minimum Displayed Value
Y Maximum Displayed Value
Trace Type <XY)
X Channel (page) Number —
X Minimum Displayed Value











NOTE: Table 11 provides the required conditions needed
to define the trace that will be plotted within
the WINDOW (see Table 10). The Y Channel Number
(page 1) refers to page 1 of the NORMAL Setup.
The Y displayed values of and 8 represent the
pressure calibrations (millivolts) that were de-
termined earlier in the lab. The X Channel Num-
ner (page 2) refers to page 2 of the NORMAL Set-
up. The X displayed values of 2 and 8 represent
the temperature calibrations (millivolts). Recall
that 210 degrees F corresponds to a 2 millivolt
output and that 240 degrees F corresponds to an 8
millivolt output. The Trace Type of one implies
that the resulting graph will be a display of
pressure (PSIG) vs. temperature (degrees F) .

f. Press the ESC key twice and select the FILES menu.
Press the enter key and setup the FILES display as
depicted in Table 12.
Table 12. FILES SETUP











Header Line 2 (enter current date)
Header Line 3 (enter lab group #)
Header Line 4 (enter run #)
No. of Channels in File 2
File Channel Number 1 2 —
Channel (page) Number — 2 1 —
Channel Name TEMP - PRES -
Channel Units mV mV —
NOTE : Table 12 is required in order to save all of the
collected data on disk. The pressure and temper-
ature data will be collected under one file name.
The Data File Name (a:runl) implies that the data
will be saved on the A disk under the name of
runl. The data is saved on the A disk because
all of the disk space on the B disk has been
occupied by LABTECH Master files. The Header
Lines identify the runs and may contain any data
as determined by the user. File Channel 1 will
consist of temperature data (in millivolts) and





g. Press the ESC key and select the VERIFY menu. Press
the enter key. If all previous information has been
entered correctly, the statement Global Setup Check-
ing Setup OK will be displayed on the screen. If
there is a system error, it will be identified via
the screen display.
h. Have the lab assistant or instructor check over your
system setup before you start the data collection.
i. Press the ESC key twice to return to the main menu.
5. Data Collection (bringing the system up):
a. Remove the LABTECH Driver disk from drive A and in-
sert the LABTECH Boot Disk. The LABTECH Boot disk
will serve as the data disk since the Driver disk is
full (all disk space is occupied by system files).
b. Turn on the heater (maximum setting) and let the
pressure build to approximately 5 psig. TURN OFF
the heater and slowly release the pressure. This
completes the final pre-heating stage.
NOTE: If the pressure calibration was completed
after the LABTECH NOTEBOOK Installation (step 3) and
the LABTECH Menu Setups (step 4), then disregard
the above step (pre-heating stage).
c. After all of the steam pressure has been released,




d. Select GO from the main menu and press the enter
key. When all of the system data has been loaded, a
window of pressure vs. temperature will appear on
the screen. The red indicator light on disk drive A
will be ON. Press any key to start data acquisition.
The red indicator light on drive A will go OFF.
e. As the experiment proceeds, compare the gauge pres-
sure to the plotted pressure on the graph.
f
.
Have the lab assistant or instructor look over the
beginning pressure vs. temperature graph.
g. Continue data collection until the graph is complet-
ed. At 10 PSIG TURN OFF the heater. Ensure that the
printer is equipped with paper. Make a copy of the
graph by depressing the Shift key and the Print
Screen (PrtSc) key simultaneously.
h. Press the ESC key twice to return to the main menu.
6. Data Collection (bringing the system down):
a. Select SETUP and press the enter key. Select FILES
and press the enter key. Change a:runl to a:run2.
This is required in order not to destroy the data
obtained for the first run.
b. Return to the main menu, select GO and press return.
c. The pressure reading on the pressure gauge should be
approximately 13 psig. Open the valve very slowly
in order to release the pressure at approximately
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1 PSIG per minute.
d. When the pressure gauge reaches 10.5 PSIG, press any
key to start data acquisition.
e. Obtain a printout of the graph after completion of
the run (refer to previous step 5.g).
7. File Printouts:
a. Press the ESC key to return to the LABTECH main
menu. Select QUIT from the main menu and press the
enter key.
b. Remove the Master disk from drive B. Remove the
Boot disk from drive A and insert it into drive B.
Place the Master DOS disk in drive A.
c. Press any key to continue. Make drive A the default
drive by typing A: and pressing the enter key.
d. Boot the Master disk by depressing the CTRL, ALT and
DEL keys simultaneously.
e. When the prompt appears, type PRINT B:RUN1.PRN and
depress the enter key twice.
f. After the first run values are printed out, obtain a





a. On the two graphs obtained in this experiment, plot




Table 13. ASME Theoretical Values.












b. Explain any discrepancies between the experimental
and the theoretical values. How well does the steam
data follow the perfect gas law?
c. If there are any differences between the up and down
readings, also explain.
d. How could more accurate results be obtained for the
down side readings?
e. Why was it necessary to pre-heat the pressure ves-
sel prior to data acquistion?
f. How could atmospheric pressure changes affect your
results?
g. Review the hardcopy data printouts for both experi-
mental runs. What conclusions can you draw concern-
ing the sensitivities of the PSU pressure and PSU
temperature transmitter boxes? What other conclu-
sions can be made from the hardcopy data printouts?







The following procedure is required to activate the
self test program:
1. Insert the modified copy of the ADAPT Master disk
into drive A of the IBM-PC.
NOTE: Normally, the DOS Master disk would be re-
quired along with the ADAPT Master disk to bring the
system on line. However, a copy of the ADAPT Master
disk was modified, by the author, by copying the DOS
BASICA file and COMMAND file to the ADAPT Master
disk. In this manner, only the ADAPT Master disk is
required to run the self test/calibration programs.
2. After the ADAPT Master disk is inserted into drive
A, turn on the computer and monitor.
3. Select Option 6 (System Configuration) from the main
menu and press the enter key.
4. A series of questions must be answered in order to
reflect the current setup modes and options selected
by the jumpers on the ADALAB-PC internal board.
Table 14 is a listing of the questions and required
responses for the current ADALAB-PC System Config-
uration.

Table 14. ADALAB-PC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.
Data Drive A
Fast A/D Bipolar or Unipolar B
Fast A/D Voltage Range 5
Slow A/D Voltage Range 1
D/A Port A Bipolar or Unipolar B
D/A Port A Voltage Range 2.5
D/B Port B Bipolar or Unipolar B
D/B Port B Voltage Range 2.5
Adalab Port Number (hex address) - 300
Number of Channels 3
System Configuration OK Y
Ready to Save System Configuration - Y
NOTE : Data drive A refers to the IBM-PC disk drive that
contains the ADAPT Master Disk. The rest of the
selections were made to reflect the current jum-
per positions (see Figure 11, Appendix A) for the
ADALAB-PC board. The selection of 3 for the Num-
ber of Channels indicates that the Exterminator
Card is connected to the ADALAB-PC board via the
50-position ribbon cable. The selection of the





The following procedure is required to activate the
Linearity Test:
1. Manually select the standard D/A converter (located
on the Exterminator Card) for the reference voltage
source. The D/A select jumper (located below and to
the left of the SELF TEST Header, see Figure IS)
must be connected to either the DAA and AD+ pins
(standard D/A converter) or to the DAB and AD+ pins
(option D/A converter) in order to serve as a refer
—
ence voltage source. Figure 18 shows the proper
jumper connection for the standard D/A converter
(DAA and AD+ pins)
.
2. In order to run the self test program, perform the
procedure given in Appendix B.
3. Select Option 2 (Linearity Test) from the main menu
and press the enter key.
4. The system prompts require that four specific ques-
tions be answered before the test can proceed.
Table 15 represents the correct responses to the














50-position ribbon cable connector




Table 15. Linearity Test Responses,
Slow or Fast A/D Converter S
Channel
Gain 1
D/A PORT A or D/A PORT B A
NOTE: The slow A/D converter response will be checked
since this is the converter used to obtain the
digital data in the Power Plant Measurements
experiment. The ADALAB-PC Instruction Manual
dictates that (zero) must be selected for the
Channel input and that 1 (one) must be selected
for the Gain input (2). D/A PORT A (standard
D/A converter) was chosen since it was manually
selected on the Exterminator Card (step 1 of
this procedure).
5. After answering the four prompt questions, press the
enter key to initiate the Linearity Test.

APPENDIX D
LABTECH NOTEBOOK BOOT DISK
The fallowing procedure is required for creating the
LABTECH NOTEBOOK System Boot disk:
1. Place the IBM-PC Master DOS disk in drive A and a
blank formatted disk in drive B.
2. Turn on the computer and the monitor.
3. At the DOS prompt A> , type in the following com-
mands (press enter after each line is typed) to







NOTE : A configuration file contains the commands
that are used to configure the computer system. Each
time that the computer is started, it will search
for the file named CONFIG.SYS. The computer then
reads the file and interprets the commands within
the file. Refer to the IBM Disk Operating System
Reference Manual (pages 4-1 to 4-25) for a detailed
description of the Configuration Commands (DEVICE,
BREAK, BUFFERS, and FILES) (9).
4. Press the F6 key and then the enter key. This ends
the COPY CON command and saves the CONFIG.SYS file
on the disk in drive A.

5. At the DOS prompt A> , type COPY CON AUTOEXEC.BAT
and press the enter key.
6. Type INIT_VDI and press the enter key.
7. Press the F6 key and then the enter key. This ends
the COPY CON command and saves the AUTOEXEC.BAT file
on the disk in drive A.
8. At the DOS prompt A> , type in the following COPY
commands and press the enter key after each command
is typed:




NOTE: This will result in the files being copied to
the disk in drive B (the LABTECH NOTEBOOK Boot disk)
.
9. Remove the Master DOS disk from drive A and insert
the LABTECH NOTEBOOK Driver disk.
10. At the DOS prompt A> , type in the following COPY





NOTE: This completes the transfer of files to the
disk in drive B.
11. To ensure that all of the required files have been
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copied to the disk in drive B, type DIR B: at the
prompt A>
.
12. Press the enter key. The following information will
appear on the screen:








7 File(s) 227328 bytes free
NOTE: These are all of the files required for the
LABTECH NOTEBOOK System Boot disk.
13. Remove the disk from drive B and label it as the




Place the LABTECH NOTEBOOK Boot disk (see Appendix D
for instructions on creating the Boot disk) in drive A and
turn on the computer and monitor. When the prompt A> ap-
pears, remove the Boot disk and insert the LABTECH NOTEBOOK
Driver disk. Once the disk is inserted, type INSTALL and
press the enter key. The first question on the screen is:
Do you wish to use NOTEBOOK from a hard disk?
<Y or N)
Type N and press the enter key.
NOTE: The current IBM computers used in the NUCE labs
do not have a hard disk option.
The second question will now appear.
Do you wish to make backups of your floppy disks?
(Y or N)
If backup copies of the LABTECH NOTEBOOK disks have
already been made, then type N and press the enter
key; otherwise, type Y and follow the instructions
that are provided for creating the backup copies of
the disks.
The third question to appear on the monitor screen is:
Do you wish to prepare your Master disk now?
<Y or N)
Type Y and press the enter key.
NOTE: The LABTECH NOTEBOOK Master disk requires a
preparation step using files on the Driver disk be-
fore it may be used to run the program.
The computer will respond with the following instructions:
Place your Master disk (copy) in drive A and your
Driver disk in drive B.
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Are you ready to proceed?
<Y or N)
Type Y and press the enter key.
The computer will acknowledge the response by copying files
to the Master disk. After the files are copied, the follow-
ing information will appear on the screen:
In order to use the real time graphical display fea-
tures of NOTEBOOK, you must prepare a system (boot)
disk that will load the display drivers at system
bootup time.
Do you wish to prepare a system disk at this time?
(Y or N)
If the Boot disk has already been created (as per the
instructions in Appendix D) , then type N and press
the enter key; otherwise, "type Y and follow the
instructions that are given to create a LABTECH sys-
tem Boot disk.
The next series of questions (three) deal with the
display of system diagnostic information. It is not neces-
sary to review this information to install NOTEBOOK. If the
user desires to display the information, then answer Y to
the questions; otherwise, answer N and press the enter key.
The final text to appear on the screen is:
NOTEBOOK is now installed.
Type any key to exit installation program.
NOTE : The Installation procedure only has to be pei
—
formed once for the system. However, the Installation
procedure must be executed again if the Master DOS
files CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT are edited; since they




LABTECH NOTEBOOK SETUP FOR MODIFIED DATA COLLECTION
1
.
Normal Data Acquisition for Page One
From the main menu select SETUP and press the enter key.
Next, select CHANNELS and press the enter key. You now have
the option of selecting NORMAL or HIGH-SPEED data input menu
displays. The NORMAL mode will be used for this experiment,
since real-time data storage and display (graphs) functions
can be used. Finally, select NORMAL and press the enter key.
Setup the Normal Data Acquisition/Control Setup for page 1
as shown in Table 16.
Table 16. NORMAL DATA ACQUISITION FOR PAGE ONE.
Number of Channels (pages)
Current Page












Trigger Pattern to AND



















NOTE: Table 16 represents the setup for the pressure





Normal Data Acquisition for Page Two
Pla.ce the menu marker on the Current Page selection,
type in the number 2 and press the enter key. Setup page 2
as depicted in Table 17.
Table 17. NORMAL DATA ACQUISITION FOR PAGE TWO.
Number of Channels (pages) 3
Current Page 2
Channel Type (Analog Input)
AD Board Number
AD Channel Number 1
Number of Loops 1
AD Input Range (0.05 volts) 2
AD Scale Factor 160
AD Offset Constant
Buffer Size 1024
Number of Stages 1
Sampling Rate (Hz) 0. 1
Stage Duration (sec) 1500
Starting Method (normal)
Trigger Pattern to AND
Trigger Pattern to XOR
Time Delay
NOTE: Table 17 represents the setup for the temperature
input data which is assigned to channel 1 of the
Extender board. This Table has the same input
parameters as Table 16.
3 . Normal Data Acquisition for Page Three
Place the menu marker on the Current Page selection,
type in the number 3 and press the enter key. Setup page 3
(which will represent the Time Channel) as illustrated in
in Table 18.

Table 18. NORMAL DATA ACQUISITION FOR PAGE THREE.
Number of Channels (pages) 3
Current Page 3
Channel Type (TIME) 4
Format (time in sec) 1
Number of Loops 1
Buffer Size 1024
Number of Stages 1
Sampling Rate (HZ) 0.1
Stage Duration (sec) 1500
Starting Method (normal)
NOTE: Table 18 represents the setup for the time channel
that will be used in the experimental plots.
4 . Window Setups
Press the ESC key, select the DISPLAY menu and press
the enter key. Select the WINDOW menu. Press the enter key
and setup the WINDOW display as shown in Table 19.
Table 19. WINDOW SETUP.
Number of Windows
Window Number
Left Limit (xO) —
Lower Limit (yO)
Right Limit (xl) -













Pressure — Temp (F) -
Time: min — Time: rain -
Length of Time (sec) 1500
X Tic Start Value
X Tic End Value --
Number of X Tics -
Y Tic Start Value
Y Tic End Value —
















NOTE: Table 19 represents the setup conditions for two
windows. Window 1 (which will be located on the lower
half of the screen) will contain the pressure vs. time
data. Window 2 (location will be on the upper half of
the screen) will contain the temperature vs. time data.
5
. Trace Setups
Press the ESC key and select the TRACE menu. Press the
enter key and setup the TRACE display as shown in Table 20.





Y Channel (page) Number —
Y Minimum Displayed Value
Y Maximum Displayed Value
Trace Type (Time vs. Y) —
X Channel (page) Number —
X Minimum Displayed Value












NOTE: Table 20 provides the required conditions needed
to define the trace that will be plotted within
the WINDOWS (as setup in Table 19). The Y Channel
Number (page 1) refers to page 1 of the NORMAL
Setup. The Y Displayed Values for Window Number 1
represent the pressure calibrations (0 millivolts
for PSIG and 8 millivolts for 10 PSIG). The Y
Channel Number (page 2) refers to page 2 of the
NORMAL Setup. The Y Displayed Values for Window 2
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represent the temperature calibrations (210 de-
grees F corresponds to a 2 millivolt output and
240 degrees F corresponds to an 8 millivolt out-
put). The Trace Type of implies that the X axis
will be setup in time units (previously defined
in Table 19). Therefore, any data placed in the
last three sections of Table 20 (X Channel Number
and X Displayed Values) will be disregarded.
^ • Files Setup
Press the ESC key and select the FILES menu. Press the
enter key and setup the FILES display as per Table 21.
Table 21. FILES SETUP.









No. of Channels in File













TIME - PRES - TEMP —
sec - mV - mV
NOTE: Table 21 is required in order to save all of the
data on disk. The pressure, temperature and time
data will be saved under one file name. The Data
File Name (a:runl) implies that the data will be
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saved on the A disk. The Header Lines identify
the runs and may contain any information that the
user wishes to keep for later identification of
the file. File Channel 1 will consist of time
data (in sec) and File Channels 2/3 will contain




Press the ESC key and select the VERIFY menu. Press the
enter key. Table 22 illustrates the information that will be
listed if all of the menu setup data was entered correctly.
Table 22. Verification of System Setup.
Global Setup Checkins — Setup OK
MODE — Normal







1 AD 1500 0. 1 150 a: runl 1
2 1 AD 1500 0. 1 150 a : runl 2
3 TIME 1500 0. 1 150 a : runl
NOTE: If there is a system error, it wl 1 be identified
via the screen display. The program will identify
which LABTECH setup menu needs to be corrected in
order to ensure that the data acquisition run




















uses of the ADALAB-PC
hardware and LABTECH
NOTEBOOK software
integrated data acqui-
sition system.

